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A Multicultural Monoculture
Over hundreds of years Australia has grown and matured into a stable civilised society and is the envy of
many. Wars, depression the early settlers and the Anzac spirit have forged a great nation while we have
also punched above our weight in terms of science and technology. We rode on the sheep’s back and
now we ride on the mining truck which will also have a finite life of a few decades before we realise that
digging stuff up for international sales is fruitless. Ours has been a stable society where we cautiously
welcomed people from all corners of the globe and one homogenous community has developed. Just in
case you hadn’t noticed the face of Australia is changing. Society is changing and the cross section of
people’s ethnicity is shifting tectonically and not for the better. Unfortunately the loss of freedom of
speech creates a climate of doubt and suspicion in society because people feel robbed of the right to
express themselves and help shape this country. In my view multicultural roots are fine but a mono
culture is desirable as people integrate. We are Australian and we have our own culture established.
I believe our questionable immigration laws and censorship of free speech are beginning to unwind the
very things which have made this a free and open country. I can’t see the sense in opening our boarders
to all who want to come regardless of how well meaning when so many people live in poverty in
Australia. The greater loss however in my view is in some suburbs where public safety and ethnic hatred
is breeding like a cultural plague. It seems that new immigrants sometimes congregate in suburbs and
create ghettos and enclaves and this is becoming more prevalent even close to the Gold Coast. As like
attracts like, so these tribes carve away at society’s homogeneity and it’s no surprise that unemployment
levels and crime rise. This undermines all we prize regardless of where it is and to the detriment of all.
Now to this overlay a religion which demands tolerance but is often not tolerant in return. A religion
which is being questioned all over the world and turned away by governments elsewhere because of the
trouble that’s seems to follow. If we just hope for the best we may well end up with a divided
incompatible community where eventually we the people don’t count and democracy is stolen. This
country is based on true Christian principles and it has served us well whether you are a believer or not. It
seems the new face of Australia shuns this and appears to want to install its own laws which in many
countries also subjugate women and in extreme cases seek to worship terror and fear. I don’t like what’s
going on at all and I am absolutely sure our diggers didn’t fight for the aberated constrained freedom
being forced upon us now. I think we need a multicultural based mono culture and stability.
As a kid I would watch my mother bake sponge cakes for our Church fete. She would create a production
line in her kitchen and cook 20 or 30 cakes in the morning adding fresh strawberries and cream. I loved to
wait for the cake mixture to be ready just before she added the flour and when her back was turned I
would dive in unabated. Looking back, I’m sure she turned away deliberately and counted to 5 while I ate
as much as possible in those fleeting moments. When done the sponge cakes were perfect and absolutely
delicious and very popular. My mother’s secret was love and attention to a well proven recipe and we
could count on a great result every time. So why isn’t creating a stable caring society the same in so much
as we’ve proven the best social formula yet we are choosing to let governments change the very nature
of our communities in the name of non discrimination which in itself is discriminatory. We cannot simply
make a new cake once society has changed against our wishes, as some coming to Australia have their
own ideas and won’t integrate or assimilate. There is nothing wrong with controlling who comes to
Australia and we don’t have to have society changed because some think it’s their right. I say let them eat
cake just the way we do now and forget about small groups continually shouting at us to let an imported
minority dramatically and selfishly change our society. Surely people come here because of what we have
and what we offer as their own version has failed. Freedom requires vigilance and good cooking requires
a great recipe while a unified society is best served by acceptance and integration.
Until next time this is Kent Bayley

